SPANCRETE ON STEEL DETAILS
CONCRETE TOPPING OPTIONAL
(2" MINIMUM @ MID-SPAN)

MINIMUM 1"

WELD ANCHOR (OPTIONAL)

MINIMUM BEARING ½"

STEEL BEAM NOT BY SPANCRETE.
CONCRETE TOPPING OPTIONAL (2" MINIMUM @ MID-SPAN)

MINIMUM BEARING 3/4"

WELD ANCHOR

STEEL BEAM NOT BY SPANCRETE.
CONCRETE Topping OPTIONAL
(2" MINIMUM AT MID-SPAN)

MINIMUM BEARING 2½"

WELD ANCHOR

STEEL BEAM
NOT BY SPANCRETE.
CONCRETE TOPPING OPTIONAL
(2" MINIMUM @ MID-SPAN)

MINIMUM BEARING 2½

WELD ANCHOR

ANGLE AND PLATE
NOT BY SPANCRETE.

STEEL BEAM
NOT BY SPANCRETE.

T/STEEL
EL=

CL
CONCRETE TOTTING OPTIONAL (2" MINIMUM @ MID-SPAN)

WELD ANCHOR (OPTIONAL)

CANTILEVER

STEEL BEAM NOT BY SPANCRETE.
CONCRETE TOPPING OPTIONAL
(2" MINIMUM @ MID-SPAN)

STEEL BEAM
NOT BY SPANCRETE.